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Quick insights for protecting yourself and 
your company from online threats

P

PhishLine is pleased to  
announce that it has captured 
five of the most prolific cyber-
criminal archetypes to date!

Our latest training bundle 
examines:

• Badging
• Impersonation
• Piggybacking
• Shoulder Surfing
• Rogue Devices 

through characterization and 
profiles using fun training cards.

For details, download the  
Personal and Physical Security 
bundle from the Click Thinking 
icon on the PhishLine dashboard.

USUAL SUSPECTS ‘CAPTURED’ IN LATEST TRAINING BUNDLE!

TM

PhishLine’s Content Center  
Marketplace is continually  
adding new material. For our  
latest emails and training, use  
the quick links below. 

E
emails

T
training

How to Crush Your Next Training Campaign
Spoiler Alert: It Starts and Ends With Your PhishLine Consultant

You have a limited amount of  
time to conduct your next training 
program. Where do you start?  
A quick call to your consultant is  
a great first step!

Your consultant can help you 
define your campaign goals, set a 
course for achieving them and help 
you evaluate its success based on 
back-end reporting.

Your consultant can also guide 
you through PhishLine’s growing 
Content Center MarketPlaceTM, 
where a variety of email templates, 
landing pages and training modules  
are available to help you customize 
a campaign to suit your needs.

BADGER
Badgers use stolen or fake identification badges to appear 

legitimate. This practice is called ‘Badging.’

Be wary of individuals with badges that don’t seem right. 

The picture may not match or the details may be off. And 

keep tabs on your badge so it can’t be stolen.

If you suspect badging, notify security immediately! 

Let security know, too, if you lose your badge or find  

someone else’s so they can follow up quickly.
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IMPERSONATORImpersonators gain access to secure businesses and office 

spaces by pretending to be someone else.Whether it’s a pizza delivery person or building inspector, 
impersonators always assume a role that seems legitimate.Ask for credentials in these situations!If the suspected impersonator can’t provide identification 

or if you feel something isn’t right, notify security.
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PIGGYBACKER
Piggybackers enter secure doors and entryways on another 
person’s card swipe.

They slip in before the door closes or pretend they forgot 
their badge. They may prop a door open for later entry.

Some piggybackers may even appear with packages hoping 
someone’s good nature will lead them to hold the door.

Once inside, piggybackers blend in, steal what they’re  
looking for, and then leave. 
 
Never swipe in anyone unfamiliar!
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SHOULDER SURFER
Shoulder Surfers are thieves who hover nearby attempting 
to steal sensitive information.

You’ll likely encounter them at coffee shops, libraries,  
airports or other places professionals ‘office’ publicly.

Shoulder Surfers watch while you enter passwords on your 
devices. They also spy on texts and email messages.

You can stop them by being aware of your surroundings 
and taking extra steps to shield your most sensitive data.
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ROGUE DEVICES
Rogue Devices are those left behind by criminals that are designed to compromise your organization.  
They may be infected with malware, spyware or other  technology intended to deceive and cause harm.
Be on the lookout for technology that doesn’t belong such as unfamiliar laptops, USB sticks or wifi access points!
If you see any of these, immediately alert your IT and security teams to investigate.
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Click Thinking Bundles 
Put Loads of Content  
at Your Fingertips 

In a pinch for training ideas? 
Each month we create a new 
bundle of training content you 
can download instantly. Access 
all of it via the Click Thinking icon 
on the PhishLine dashboard.
Your consultant can guide you.

A Simpler Way to Make
Every Phish Unique

Making sure employees never 
receive the same phishing email 
twice just got easier with the 
‘Enforce Template Uniqueness’ 
button. So, what used to be a 
complicated process now boils 
down to the click of a mouse. 
Ask your consultant for details!

https://www.phishline.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/PhishLine-Animated-Training-and-Quizzes-2018.04.04.pdf
http://www.phishline.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Latest-Email-Templates.pdf



